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Abstract

NPLI contributes to the generation of TAI coordinated by BIPM through GPS network. Recently NPLI has
made some special efforts to improve the uncertainty of time link between UTC (NPLI) and that of Europe. Two
multi-channel receivers recently procured are already in use for GPS Common View in this connection. A special
experiment in a campaign mode with these receivers has also been conducted to identify major sources of errors at
NPLI and take remedial measures accordingly. This paper describes these studies and presents the analysis of these
observations.

1. Introduction

As science and technology continue to progress, high accuracy and high reliability have become primary
requirements in every field in which measurement play a vast role. This is also true for time transfer where there is
increasing demand of higher accuracy. GPS common view (CV) technique for time comparison between two clocks
is normally used when time transfer with high precision is desired. GPS CV is one of primary links for the generation
of International Atomic Time (TAI) and Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) coordinated by BIPM. National
Physical Laboratory (NPLI) New Delhi, India also contributes to TAI through GPS CV. For last one year or so NPLI
has taken some measures to improve the uncertainty of the time comparison between NPLI and few laboratories in
Europe. A special campaign mode experiment has also been conducted to identify sources of errors affecting the
uncertainties. This paper elaborates these steps and presents the detailed analysis of these observations.

2. Common View Time Transfer Technique

In common view mode [1], it is necessary that both comparing stations follow a common tracking schedule so
that the receivers at both locations make measurements from the same satellite at the same time. For time transfer via
GPS, the known sources of errors are 1. Satellite clocks error, 2. Satellites orbit estimation error 3. Ionosphere error
4. Troposphere error 5. Receiver noise and 6. Multipath. It is well established that for short base line errors
contributed by the above factors get almost eliminated in GPS CV mode. But for long baseline, these errors are not
eliminated but may be reduced to some extent. The link between NPLI and Europe falls under the category of long
base line (PTB Germany, roughly 7000 Km). To optimally reduce the uncertainty of CV mode between NPLI and
Europe the following steps have been taken up.
a) Procurement of multichannel receivers b) Study of the zero base line CV and c) the study of BIPM data.

The following sections cover these aspects.

3. GPS Multi-Channel Time Receivers

In early 80’s, single channel receivers were only available. A few GPS satellites were in orbit during the early
1980’s, and initial receivers were made to track only one satellite at a time. The single channel technique is still
widely used for international time comparisons. In course of time, multi channel timing receivers [2] have been
developed and are, now, available in the market. New generation of multi-channel timing receivers track many



satellites simultaneously depending on the channel capacity of the receiver (e.g., a eight-channel receiver generates
eight solutions of time from eight satellites simultaneously).

The multi-channel technique has following distinct advantages.
For longer base line, all visible satellites may not be in common view at both the sites but few of them or only

one may be common. So there may not be gap in common view and so also in measurement unlike the possibility of
gap in the common view in single channel mode. In case of multi-channel mode, the number of tracks also becomes
about 10 times more than that with the single-channel receiver method. Thus, one gets more than one solutions (as
many as number of satellites tracked) for GPS time for each track length. The multi-channel method provides an
improved stability of time transfer compared with the traditional single-channel method. The theoretical gain in
stability is about 3.2 [3]. Reducing daily systematics in long distance time links is another main advantage of
multi-channel mode compared to single-channel. Also good hardware stability of these new receivers allows
improved accuracy of time transfer. Keeping the above advantages in mind, in 2005 the NPLI has procured two
TTS-2 multi channel GPS receivers.

4. A Zero-Base Line Comparison at NPLI

Astrogeodynamical Observatory (AOS) in Poland, carried out the zero-baseline comparison of these two
receivers before it was supplied to NPLI [4]. Two TTS-2 (namely receiver A and receiver B) were connected to the
same antenna. All noise due to travel of the signal through space, possible imperfection of receiver software, and
antenna multipath reflections cancels out when connected to the same clock in such configuration. Only the
differential noise of the two receivers is observed. The root mean square (rms) of an average was about 3.4 ns, with
all the data lying within a band of several ns wide. Under the good environmental conditions the internal noise of the
receivers is very low.  

NPLI also carried out the same measurements in the same conditions but both the GPS receivers’ antenna
having the separation 3.2 m apart. The differential data of both the receivers have shown some diurnal variation. The
change in the scatter of the data for the entire day is conclusively obvious. No perceptible change in the difference
value with the change of azimuth has been noted. However, the variations of the time difference value with the
change of elevation and with that time of the day were significant as illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig.2 respectively.

Figure 1. Diurnal variation of the Time difference between receiver A and receiver B at NPLI.



Figure 2. Variation of the Time difference between receiver A and receiver B with respect to the change of elevation.

The rms of an average was about 4.2 ns, with all the data lying within a band of several ns wide. When we
compare the rms value of both the measurement i.e. at AOS laboratory and NPLI there was a difference. In very
short base line one important factor is the multipath effects. After studying the surrounding of the antenna possible
causes of multipath effects were removed. These measures have reduced the rms deviation significantely.

5. Analysis of BIPM Data in CV Mode between India and Europe

The ultimate goal of each national time laboratory is to keep a local representation of UTC (i.e. UTC(k)), in
close agreement with UTC [5]. The link between UTC(NPLI) and UTC system is realized through a time link to
Europe, namely to UTC(PTB) Germany. After applying International GNSS Service (IGS) products of ionospheric
data and precise ephemerides, the Type A uncertainty for GPS multi-channel time transfer between NPLI and Europe
is reduced to 2.5 ns. White phase noise due to the time-transfer technique is observed up to averaging time of about
1.5 day. Thus the data could be smoothed with a cut-off period of about 1.5 day. Initially, the Type B uncertainty of
UTC (NPLI) has been 20 ns. TTS2 receiver which has been recently procured by NPLI was calibrated at BIPM
before the delivery by the manufacture. Thus, the corresponding uncertainty of Type B has been reduced to 7 ns.
Accordingly BIPM Circular T Section 6, NPLI/PTB time link has uncertainty of Type A 2.5 ns, and of Type B 7.0
ns [6] and total uncertainty is 7.4 ns [7].  If the receiver of NPLI is calibrated at NPLI by BIPM receiver then the
Type B uncertainty further may be reduced from 7.0 ns to 5.0 ns.

6. Conclusion

By taking some remedial measures after the study of common view data, the uncertainty of type A (UA) of
UTC-UTC(NPLI) has been optimized. It is a practice, now-a-days, to use IGS products like ephemeris and
ionospheric data in order to improve the uncertainty of time link in common view and all in view applications.
Efficacies of IGS products for GPS timing in Indian subcontinent need to be studied.
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